
We talk about 
it heaps

We hardly 
discuss it

It's my 
decision

It's your 
decision

Leadership Styles 
There are two axis for thinking about how we lead people, particularly volunteers. The 

first axis defines who bares responsibility; who makes the call; who makes the 

decisions. The second axis defines how much discussion takes place; how much 

sharing of ideas, how much interaction, how much “back and forth”.
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Discussion Questions:

1. What does each extreme look like?

2. Where do you naturally fit on each axis?

3. Where do most people like to be lead from?
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Define:
You give step by step 

instructions for them 

to follow exactly.

Brainstorm:
You ask for ideas. 

You decide.

You explain 'why'

Delegate:
You offer ideas. 

They decide.

You ask 'why?'

Handover:
They do it their 

way. You ask them 

how it's going.

Leadership Styles 1-4 : For Single Activities (Tasks)
Example tasks: Leading a church meeting, updating and photo-copying the outlines, 

calling a new person, inviting a friend to an event, personal bible reading...
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Discussion Questions:

1. What might happen if you start at Style 1 and go straight to style 4?

2. What Style do you prefer to lead people in?

3. Do you think people have a style that they prefer to be lead in?

4. When have you been frustrated by your leaders? What style were they using?
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Define:
Explain Vision, 

Values, Purpose & 

Outcomes.

Brainstorm:
plans, ideas, methods, 

pitfalls, options, dates, 

etc. You decide.

Delegate:
Assign tasks, 

deadlines, etc.

You support, review, 

praise & question.

Handover:
They Define, 

Brainstorm and 

Delegate to others.

You ask them how it's 

going.

Leadership Styles 1-4 : For Complex Activities (Projects)
Example tasks: Running an evangelistic event, making a web site, starting a growth group, 

being in charge of setup on Sunday, Running the welcoming team, etc...
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Discussion Questions:

1. What might happen if you start at Style 1 and go straight to style 4?

2. What Style do you prefer to lead people in?

3. Do you think people have a style that they prefer to be lead in?

4. When have you been frustrated by your leaders? What style were they using?


